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Funded Research Electronic Circuits and Systems The electromagnetic field generated when an alternating
current is input to an antenna is called an RF field or radio wave. Ranging from a frequency of about 9
kilohertz kHz up to thousands of gigahertz GHz , the RF spectrum is used by many types of everyday devices
â€” radio, television, cordless and cellular telephones, satellite communication systems, and many measuring
and instrumentation systems used in manufacturing. Research Showcase New Techniques Boost Performance
of Non-Volatile Memory Systems Computer engineering researchers at North Carolina State University have
developed new software and hardware designs that should limit programming errors and improve system
performance in devices that use non-volatile memory NVM technologies. Learn more Analog Circuits Analog
circuits are electronics systems with analog signals with any continuously variable signal. While operating on
an analog signal, an analog circuit changes the signal in some manner. It can be designed to amplify, attenuate,
provide isolation, distort, or modify the signal in some other way. It can be used to convert the original signal
into some other format such as a digital signal. Analog circuits may also modify signals in unintended ways
such as adding noise or distortion. There are two types of analog circuits: An example of a passive analog
circuit is a passive filter that limits the amplitude at some frequencies versus others. A similar example of an
active analog circuit is an active filter. It does a similar job only it uses an amplifier to accomplish the same
task. CAD is used to design and develop products, which can be goods used by end consumers or intermediate
goods used in other products. CAD is also extensively used in the design of tools and machinery used in the
manufacture of components. Current CAD packages range from 2D vector based drafting systems to 3D
parametric surface and solid design modelers. Computer-aided design is also starting to be used to develop
software applications. Software applications share many of the same Product Life Cycle attributes as the
manufacturing or electronic markets. As computer software becomes more complicated and harder to update
and change, it is becoming essential to develop interactive prototypes or simulations of the software before
doing any coding. The benefits of simulation before writing actual code cuts down significantly on re-work
and bugs. Digital Circuits A digital circuit is based on a number of discrete voltage levels, as distinct from an
analog circuit that uses continuous voltages to represent variables directly. In most cases the number of
voltage levels is two: They can also be used to process digital information without being connected up as a
computer. Antennas are used in systems such as radio and television broadcasting, point-to-point radio
communication, radar, and space exploration. Antennas usually work in air or outer space, but can also be
operated under water or even through soil and rock at certain frequencies. Physically, an antenna is an
arrangement of conductors that generate a radiating electromagnetic field in response to an applied alternating
voltage and the associated alternating electric current, or can be placed in an electromagnetic field so that the
field will induce an alternating current in the antenna and a voltage between its terminals. An electromagnetic
field is a physical influence a field that permeates through all of space, and which arises from electrically
charged objects and describes one of the four fundamental forces of nature â€” electromagnetism. It can be
viewed as the combination of an electric field and a magnetic field. Charges that are not moving produce only
an electric field, while moving charges produce both an electric and a magnetic field. Microwaves can be
generated by a variety of means, generally divided into two categories: Solid state microwave devices are
based on semiconductors such as silicon or gallium arsenide, while vacuum tube based devices operate on the
ballistic motion of electrons in a vacuum under the influence of controlling electric or magnetic fields. VLSI
Very-large-scale integration VLSI is the process of creating integrated circuits by combining thousands of
transistor-based circuits into a single chip. VLSI began in the s when complex semiconductor and
communication technologies were being developed. The first semiconductor chips held one transistor each.
Subsequent advances added more and more transistors, and as a consequence more individual functions or
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systems were integrated over time. The microprocessor is a VLSI device. Then came discrete semiconductor
devices, followed by integrated circuits. The first Small-Scale Integration SSI ICs had small numbers of
devices on a single chip â€” diodes, transistors, resistors and capacitors no inductors though , making it
possible to fabricate one or more logic gates on a single device.
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Early days[ edit ] Before EDA, integrated circuits were designed by hand, and manually laid out. Some
advanced shops used geometric software to generate the tapes for the Gerber photoplotter , but even those
copied digital recordings of mechanically drawn components. The process was fundamentally graphic, with
the translation from electronics to graphics done manually. By the mids, developers started to automate the
design along with the drafting. The first placement and routing Place and route tools were developed. The
proceedings of the Design Automation Conference cover much of this era. This ground breaking text
advocated chip design with programming languages that compiled to silicon. The immediate result was a
considerable increase in the complexity of the chips that could be designed, with improved access to design
verification tools that used logic simulation. Often the chips were easier to lay out and more likely to function
correctly, since their designs could be simulated more thoroughly prior to construction. Although the
languages and tools have evolved, this general approach of specifying the desired behavior in a textual
programming language and letting the tools derive the detailed physical design remains the basis of digital IC
design today. The earliest EDA tools were produced academically. Still widely used are the Espresso heuristic
logic minimizer and Magic. Another crucial development was the formation of MOSIS , a consortium of
universities and fabricators that developed an inexpensive way to train student chip designers by producing
real integrated circuits. Cooperating fabricators either donated the processed wafers, or sold them at cost,
seeing the program as helpful to their own long-term growth. In , managers and developers spun out of these
companies to concentrate on EDA as a business. Within a few years there were many companies specializing
in EDA, each with a slightly different emphasis. In , the U. In , Verilog , another popular high-level design
language, was first introduced as a hardware description language by Gateway Design Automation. Simulators
quickly followed these introductions, permitting direct simulation of chip designs: In a few more years,
back-ends were developed to perform logic synthesis. Current status[ edit ] Current digital flows are extremely
modular see Integrated circuit design , Design closure , and Design flow EDA. The front ends produce
standardized design descriptions that compile into invocations of "cells,", without regard to the cell
technology. Cells implement logic or other electronic functions using a particular integrated circuit
technology. Fabricators generally provide libraries of components for their production processes, with
simulation models that fit standard simulation tools. Analog EDA tools are far less modular, since many more
functions are required, they interact more strongly, and the components are in general less ideal. EDA for
electronics has rapidly increased in importance with the continuous scaling of semiconductor technology.
Software focuses[ edit ] This article may be too technical for most readers to understand. Please help improve
it to make it understandable to non-experts , without removing the technical details.
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Embedded systems Electronic devices and components[ edit ] Electronics Technician performing a voltage
check on a power circuit card in the air navigation equipment room aboard the aircraft carrier USS Abraham
Lincoln CVN Electronic component An electronic component is any physical entity in an electronic system
used to affect the electrons or their associated fields in a manner consistent with the intended function of the
electronic system. Components are generally intended to be connected together, usually by being soldered to a
printed circuit board PCB , to create an electronic circuit with a particular function for example an amplifier ,
radio receiver , or oscillator. Components may be packaged singly, or in more complex groups as integrated
circuits. Some common electronic components are capacitors , inductors , resistors , diodes , transistors , etc.
Components are often categorized as active e. History of electronic engineering and Timeline of electrical and
electronic engineering Vacuum tubes Thermionic valves were among the earliest electronic components. They
played a leading role in the field of microwave and high power transmission as well as television receivers
until the middle of the s. Vacuum tubes are still used in some specialist applications such as high power RF
amplifiers , cathode ray tubes , specialist audio equipment, guitar amplifiers and some microwave devices. In
April , the IBM was the first IBM product to use transistor circuits without any vacuum tubes and is believed
to be the first all-transistorized calculator to be manufactured for the commercial market. From that time on
transistors were almost exclusively used for computer logic and peripherals. Types of circuits[ edit ] Circuits
and components can be divided into two groups: A particular device may consist of circuitry that has one or
the other or a mix of the two types. Analog electronics Hitachi J adjustable frequency drive chassis Most
analog electronic appliances, such as radio receivers, are constructed from combinations of a few types of
basic circuits. Analog circuits use a continuous range of voltage or current as opposed to discrete levels as in
digital circuits. Analog circuits are sometimes called linear circuits although many non-linear effects are used
in analog circuits such as mixers, modulators, etc. Good examples of analog circuits include vacuum tube and
transistor amplifiers, operational amplifiers and oscillators. One rarely finds modern circuits that are entirely
analog. These days analog circuitry may use digital or even microprocessor techniques to improve
performance. This type of circuit is usually called "mixed signal" rather than analog or digital. Sometimes it
may be difficult to differentiate between analog and digital circuits as they have elements of both linear and
non-linear operation. An example is the comparator which takes in a continuous range of voltage but only
outputs one of two levels as in a digital circuit. Similarly, an overdriven transistor amplifier can take on the
characteristics of a controlled switch having essentially two levels of output. In fact, many digital circuits are
actually implemented as variations of analog circuits similar to this exampleâ€”after all, all aspects of the real
physical world are essentially analog, so digital effects are only realized by constraining analog behavior.
Digital electronics Digital circuits are electric circuits based on a number of discrete voltage levels. Digital
circuits are the most common physical representation of Boolean algebra , and are the basis of all digital
computers. To most engineers, the terms "digital circuit", "digital system" and "logic" are interchangeable in
the context of digital circuits. Most digital circuits use a binary system with two voltage levels labeled "0" and
"1". Often logic "0" will be a lower voltage and referred to as "Low" while logic "1" is referred to as "High".
However, some systems use the reverse definition "0" is "High" or are current based. Quite often the logic
designer may reverse these definitions from one circuit to the next as he sees fit to facilitate his design. The
definition of the levels as "0" or "1" is arbitrary. Ternary with three states logic has been studied, and some
prototype computers made. Computers , electronic clocks , and programmable logic controllers used to control
industrial processes are constructed of digital circuits. Digital signal processors are another example.
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The electronic applications of CAD, or Electronic Design Automation (EDA) includes schematic entry, PCB design,
intelligent wiring diagrams (routing) and component connection management. Often, it integrates with a lite form of CAM
(Computer Aided Manufacturing).
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